All main routes offer step-free access and paths suitable for wheelchair users. However, accessible routes into and through Muirhead Tower are via lift when approached from the north, and via a ramp when approached from the south; you may prefer to avoid having to cut through this building by taking an alternative route. The accessible entrance to the Aston Webb building in Chancellor’s Court is in the Bramall. Please note that some areas of campus are on an incline.

Approx time from The Clock Tower to Chamberlain at The Vale is 25 minutes.

Legend

| North East Car Park | Statue |
| Train station | Sculpture |
| Old Joe (Clock Tower) | Cashpoint |
| Cafï | Library |
| Museum | Laundry |
| The Bramall (Elgar Concert Hall) | Cafe / Restaurant |
| Bus | Bar |
| Lift | Ramp |
| Urban Cycles | Stairs |
| Uneven surface | Traffic Lights |
| Construction area | |

WGS and WIG12 – Aston Webb B Block
C Block lecture theatre – Aston Webb C Block
Noble Room – Staff House 2nd floor
Owens Room – Bournbrook Pavilion 1st floor

Green Heart construction: This area is not open to the public

Routes

From the train station

- To the Vale – blue route
- To Bournbrook – red route
- To Edgbaston Park Hotel and Lucas House Hotel – purple route
- To Muirhead Tower – orange route
- To Chancellor’s Court – orange and green route
- To Sport – red route

From the North East car park

- To the Vale – yellow route
- To Edgbaston Park Hotel and Lucas House Hotel – purple route
- To Muirhead Tower – green route
- To Chancellor’s Court – pink route (follow the road sloping gently down, not the path sloping up)
- To Sport – pink and dark blue route

From the Vale

- To Muirhead Tower – yellow and green route
- To Chancellor’s Court – yellow and green route/yellow and pink route
- To the train station – blue route
- To Sport – yellow, pink and dark blue route

From Edgbaston Park Hotel and Lucas House Hotel

- To Chancellor’s Court – purple and pink route
- To Muirhead Tower – purple and green route
- To the train station – purple, green and blue route

Non step-free route

All these routes are suitable for wheelchair users.
Welcome

This handy map will take you everywhere you need to go on campus, whether you’re staying in our accommodation or just visiting.

You’ll notice some construction work going on in the centre of campus. This is to create the Green Heart, an eco-friendly outdoor space for everyone to enjoy. It means that a few of the usual routes across campus aren’t available, but don’t worry: all the routes included in this map will be open for you to use while you’re here.

You’ll find landmarks dotted around to help guide you around the routes, and key points of interest like visitor attractions or coffee shops.

Have some time to spare?

Good news: you’ll find world-class culture right here on campus.

Don’t miss the Barber Institute of Fine Arts, featuring masterpieces from Botticelli and Rubens, Turner and Rossetti to Monet, Renoir and Degas.

Step back in time at the Lapworth Museum of Geology, tracing the origins of the planet through fossils, volcanic rocks and historic maps.

Visit Winterbourne House and Garden, a beautifully-restored Arts and Crafts house with seven acres of tranquil botanic garden to explore.

Or enjoy a live performance at the Bramall's spectacular Elgar Concert Hall.

Conferences & events

Walking Map

Thanks for visiting